Elastic optical networking has recently been proposed for use in optical transport networks to cope with increasingly heterogeneous and dynamic demand patterns. In this paper, we study the blocking performance of a multi-class elastic optical link for which a demand needs to be allocated a contiguous subset of the entire spectrum. This problem is different than the well-known blocking problem in multi-class multi-server loss systems due to the contiguous allocation constraint. We first propose a non-work-conserving aligned spectrum allocation policy which is shown to outperform the conventional first fit-based work-conserving allocation policy without alignment. Subsequently, for blocking performance of an aligned elastic optical link with up to three different traffic classes, we propose a novel and systematic order reduction procedure for MMPPs (Markov Modulated Poisson Process) and use this procedure as the numerical engine to approximately obtain the blocking probabilities. The proposed numerical algorithm is validated under various system and traffic parameters and is shown to be effectively usable as an instrument to dimension elastic optical links.
Introduction
In the past several years, the telecommunications industry has witnessed a tremendous increase in the amount of IP traffic driven by more intensive use of video-based communications, increased use of smart phones, increased penetration of wireless/wireline broadband access, etc. This exponential increase in the Internet traffic has been stressing the capacity of carrier optical transport networks. Current state of the art optical transport networks employ Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexed (DWDM) transmission with perwavelength capacities of 10, 40, or 100 Gbps [1, 2] . Not only the per-wavelength capacities have increased recently, the reach of the optical signals has expanded significantly making it possible to reduce the Optical-Electrical-Optical (OEO) regeneration costs [3] . Optical cross-connects (OXC) (with or without wavelength conversion capability) have the wavelength switching capability to route the optical signal from one end point to another in DWDM networks, hence referred to as a Wavelength Routed Network (WRN). The path taken by the optical signal in WRNs is called an Optical Path (OP). The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) currently employs a fixed wavelength grid which divides the optical spectrum range at the C-band (1530-1565 nm) into fixed 50 GHz spectrum slots. The following issues have been identified for current DWDM optical transport networks: (i) Although current 100 Gbps transmission systems are able to use the 50 GHz fixed grid, transmissions beyond 100 Gbps, in particular 400 Gbps and 1 Tbps optical signals, can not fit into a fixed 50 GHz slot [2] at standard modulation formats. Therefore there is a need to efficiently accommodate super-wavelength traffic, i.e., traffic exceeding the capacity of a wavelength.
(ii) In current WRNs, the entire capacity of a wavelength needs to be allocated to an OP. This leads to very inefficient use of fiber resources in case the traffic using the optical path is not able to fill the pipe which therefore gives rise to a need to accommodate sub-wavelength traffic. (iii) Besides the granularity mismatch between the traffic demands and the rigid wavelength capacity, current DWDM transmission systems consider the worst case transmission scenario. Particularly, a modulation format is chosen for an optical signal with the assumption that it will traverse the most challenging path in terms of distance, number of OXCs, number of repeaters, etc., and this format is then used for all such signal transmissions irrespective of the path they will traverse. However, modulation formats with larger constellation sizes may be preferred for less challenging shorter-reach paths in order to increase the spectral efficiency. (iv) Current WRNs possess a rigid bandwidth allocation which is not suitable for time-varying traffic in terms of bandwidth and power efficiency. There is a need to expand and shrink optical resources with respect to time-varying characteristics of client IP traffic for power and bandwidth efficiency purposes. (v) Fixed grids employ relatively large guard bands between optical paths. There is a need to reduce bandwidth waste stemming from guard bands.
The issues described above related to the need for more efficient bandwidth sharing, are addressed by packet switching-based optical technologies, for example Optical Packet Switching (OPS) and Optical Burst Switching (OBS) [4] [5] [6] . However, such technologies are generally viewed as longer term solutions due to the lack of practical optical buffers and high costs of wavelength converters that are needed for acceptable bandwidth efficiency in OPS or OBS.
A recent paradigm, called Elastic Optical Networks (EON), has recently emerged as a short-term solution addressing the issues that DWDM-based WRNs raise [2, 3] . EONs rely on the flexgrid scheme where the available optical spectrum is divided into frequency slots that have finer spectral width compared to the 50 GHz ITU-T frequency grid. Potential alternatives for the finer Slot Width (SW) are 6.25 GHz, 12.5 GHz, or 25 GHz [7] . With the use of Liquid Crystal on Silicon (LCOS) devices, adjacent slots can be joined together to form a spectral block that can be dedicated to a single OP [8] . Moreover, different modulation formats, as opposed to a single standard one, can be used for different OPs in EONs. EONs have been demonstrated in the SLICE network detailed in [3] using Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM). For a recent review of EONs, we refer the reader to [9] .
Demands in EONs are classified into several classes on the basis of their spectral requirements, hence referred to as a multi-class EON. In a K-class EON, a class-k demand, k = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1, requires a spectral block of n k ≥ 1 contiguous frequency slots (or slots in short). Therefore, we say the size of the class-k demand is n k . For example, assuming 12.50 GHz slot width, a 40 Gbps (100 Gbps, 400 Gbps) demand requires a spectral block comprising 2 slots (4 slots, 16 slots) using QPSK modulation [10] . When the modulation format is changed to 16-QAM, then the slot requirements would be halved for all three types of demands. Unlike static EONs in which traffic demands do not change in time, in dynamic EONs, demands (or requests) dynamically arrive at the network, stay in the network for a duration known as demand holding time if they are accepted, and then leave the system. Routing and Spectrum Allocation (RSA) problem in dynamic EONs is involved in finding a route and allocate a free spectral block to be used by the demand [11] . If a free spectral block can not be found, then the demand is said to be blocked. For RSA, it should be noted that the frequency slots dedicated to a particular demand need to be identical for all links along the OP (continuity constraint) and also contiguous in spectrum (contiguity constraint), which is known as the Spectrum Continuity and Contiguity Constraint (SCCC). Fragmentation of optical spectrum is a well-known phenomenon in EONs. A spectral block may not be available on all links of a path for a demand although individual links may have sufficient resources known as the horizontal fragmentation problem [12] . In vertical fragmentation, idle spectral resources on individual links are scattered in spectrum making it hard to find large contiguous spectral blocks to be allocated to demands with larger sizes [12] . Spectrum Allocation (SA) policies have been proposed to combat both types of fragmentation. As representative SA policies, the Random Fit (RF) policy places the request randomly in one of the free spectral blocks [13] and the First-Fit (FF) policy places the incoming request in the first available spectral block starting from the low end of the spectrum [14] . Due to fragmentation, the blocking probability for demands with larger sizes are higher than those with smaller demands [12] . Fragmentation is therefore detrimental to not only overall performance but also to fairness [12] . Spectrum allocation policies have been devised to address the above-mentioned fairness problem [12, [15] [16] [17] .
In this paper, our goal is to develop an analytical performance model by which we can compute the blocking probabilities in a multi-class, multi-server loss system with spectrum contiguity constraints, when the per-class arrival processes are Poisson and demand holding times are exponentially distributed. In this model, the set of servers allocated to a single demand need to be adjacent making it different than the case when the contiguity constraint is absent, the latter problem being one of the most well-known tele-traffic loss models of the circuit switching literature and efficient numerical algorithms are available for calculating blocking probabilities [18] [19] [20] [21] . The loss system model with contiguity constraints fits well to a single Elastic Optical Link (EOL) that interconnects two nodes of an underlying EON. The performance modeling of more general EONs comprising a mesh network of nodes interconnected by a number of EOLs is left for future study. Most of the existing studies use simulations for performance assessment of dynamic EONs. Analytical models, on the other hand, are rare. The references [22, 23] provide an exact Markov chain model for a single link when FF is used for SA. In these works, the transition matrix is sparse and a Gauss-Seidel iteration method is proposed to solve the Markov chain but it is not possible to solve relatively large systems due to the curse of dimensionality and only systems with two classes are presented in the numerical examples. The work in [24] proposes an approximate model to analyze the effect of bandwidth fragmentation on the blocking probability in EONs.
In this paper, we propose an approximate Markov model to solve the per-class blocking probabilities in a single EOL. The particular SA method we propose is non-workconserving and allows demands to be placed only in certain aligned spectral blocks, as opposed to work-conserving SA policies such as FF, hence referred to as aligned SA. We also show by simulations that the aligned SA method we propose outperforms the FF policy in terms of bandwidth blocking probability. Our proposed performance modeling methodology relies on MMPP (Markov Modulated Poisson Process)-based model reduction to mitigate the curse of dimensionality problem that arises in exact Markov models as in [22] . Using the proposed method, it is possible to accurately characterize the achievable throughput in relatively large capacity EOLs under spectrum contiguity constraints and with K ≤ 3 classes of traffic.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the elastic optical link of interest, the related assumptions, and the problem description. In particular, the aligned SA policy is presented along with numerical examples to validate this policy in Section 2. Section 3 addresses the MMPP order reduction method which is crucial for the development of the approximate stochastic model for aligned SA. In Section 4, we present the approximate Markov chain-based model to find the per-class blocking probabilities which uses MMPP order reduction as its numerical engine. Numerical results are provided for validating the proposed model in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
Aligned elastic optical links and problem description
We envision an Elastic Optical Link (EOL) which is interconnecting two EON nodes and comprises N contiguous frequency slots, indexed from 0 (the frequency slot at the low end of the spectrum) to N − 1 (the frequency slot at the high end of the spectrum). We have K classes of requests numbered from k = 0 to K − 1. A class-k connection requires n k contiguous slots to be allocated to that connection. For the sake of convenience, we assume n 0 < n 1 < . . . < n K−1 . A Spectral Block (SB) of size n refers to a subset of the entire spectrum comprising the frequency slots a, a + 1, . . . , a + n − 1 for some 0 ≤ a ≤ N − n and is denoted by [a, a + n − 1]. Let n denote the vector of per-class demand sizes, i.e., n = (n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n K−1 ) which is referred to as the demand size vector. For work-conserving SA, if there is a free SB of size n k on the link, then the class-k connection request is accepted and one of such free SBs is allocated to the connection. Otherwise, the connection request is blocked. If there are multiple free SBs that can satisfy the request, an SA policy chooses one of the free SBs so as to optimize a certain performance metric. For example, the FF policy studied for benchmarking in this paper places the incoming request in the first available frequency block starting from the low end of the spectrum. For each class-k, k = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1, demands are assumed to arrive at the EOL according to a Poisson process with intensity λ k and the holding time of the accepted demands are assumed to be exponentially distributed with parameter μ k .
The load offered by class-k demands is denoted by η k :
and the overall load, η, is
The normalized link load ρ is the ratio of the overall load to capacity:
The overall bandwidth blocking probability P B is given by the following equation:
where P k denotes the class-k demand blocking probability. Two different traffic mixture models are to be used in the numerical examples of this paper. The EI (Equal Intensity) scenario corresponds to the choice of λ k = λ, for k = 0, . . . , K − 1 for which all traffic classes have the same arrival rate. The EL (Equal Load) scenario refers to one for which
. . , K − 1 and in this case the contribution of the traffic classes to the overall EOL load is identical. Numerical study of other traffic mixtures are left for future study but we note that the proposed stochastic model can be applied to all traffic mixtures.
Assumptions
We impose the following assumptions on this system that will allow us to obtain the performance metrics of interest even for relatively large values of N.
(a) We limit our attention to 2-and 3-class EOLs only. Although it is possible to extend the model for K > 3, we omit the discussion of this more general case due to cumbersome notation.
For example, consider an EOL with 6.25 GHz-wide slots and QPSK-modulation scheme serving 10, 40, and 100 Gbps demands. Consequently, the demand size vector is n = (1, 4, 8) . If the slot width is doubled, then the new demand size vector becomes n = (1, 2, 4). In both cases, the assumption (b) is satisfied. (c) We assume n 0 = 1 without loss of generality since a system with demand size vector n = (n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n K−1 ) and capacity N is statistically equivalent to one with vec-
However, with recent advances in optical transmission, there may also be realistic scenarios that would not satisfy the above-mentioned assumptions. For example, a recently reported scenario in [25] employing a demand size vector n = (3, 5, 8, 16) in an EON of four classes serving demands of 100, 200, 400, and 1000 Gbps, would not satisfy the assumptions (a) and (b). Note that, even when 1000 Gbps demands are excluded, the remaining demand size vector n = (3, 5, 8) would not satisfy assumption (b). We leave an elaborate exploration of more general demand size vectors, the benefits of alignment in these cases, and computationally efficient stochastic modeling of these scenarios for future work.
Aligned spectrum allocation
In this paper, we envision the use of aligned SA for which only spectral blocks in the range
class-k SBs, are allowed for allocation for new class-k demands. We call the EOL aligned if aligned SA is employed. For aligned SA and upon a class-k demand arrival, the proposed aligned SA policy employs first fit among the classk SBs, first the SB [0, n k − 1], then the SB [n k , 2n k − 1], and so on, until a free SB is found. If not, the demand would be blocked even when a free spectral block of size n k would be free. At a first glance, alignment may be considered harmful for overall performance since there are fewer class-k SBs (N/n k of them) as opposed to N − n k SBs of size n k in the non-aligned EOL and the proposed SA policy is therefore non-work-conserving. However, alignment alleviates vertical fragmentation. To explain this, let us a consider a 2-class EOL with N = 4, n = (1, 2). In the non-aligned EOL case, the three SBs [0, 1], [1, 2] , [2, 3] are available for class-1 requests whereas the aligned EOL is allowed to use only the two SBs [0, 1] and [2, 3] . When the SB [1, 2] is allocated to a class-1 demand in the non-aligned EOL, all further class-1 requests would be blocked even when the slots 0 and 3 are available. The situation may worsen for a 3-class system. To see this, consider a non-aligned EOL with N = 16, n = (1, 2, 8) . When the SB [7, 8] is allocated to a class-1 demand, all forthcoming class-2 demands would be blocked irrespective of the availability of the other slots since with the spectral slots 7 and 8 being occupied, it is not possible to allocate 8 contiguous slots to class-2 demands. To further illustrate the potential advantage of alignment, consider a system with N = 8, K = 3, and n = (1, 2, 4) and the following scenario for which demands arrive at a completely idle EOL with the following order: class-1 first, then class-2 and class-0, followed by the departure of the class-2 demand, and then the arrival of a new class-0 demand, and subsequently a class-2 demand. This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1 for non-aligned and aligned EOL cases. It is clear that the second class-2 demand would be blocked in the non-aligned EOL while the aligned EOL does not block any of the five demands. This outcome stems from reduced vertical fragmentation with alignment. Although the above-mentioned scenarios provide insight on why alignment would be beneficial for overall performance in EOLs, an elaborate analysis is necessary to quantify the gains achievable by the non-work-conserving aligned EOL for various scenarios. For this purpose, we conduct a simulation-based study of an aligned EOL in comparison with a non-aligned EOL in terms of the bandwidth blocking probability P B which is the key performance metric used in this study. We first fix ρ = 0.5 when the demand size vector n = (1, 4, 8) for both aligned and non-aligned EOL cases and we use the EL traffic mixture model. We then plot the bandwidth blocking probability P B in Fig. 2 as a function of the capacity N for both aligned and non-aligned EOL cases. We observe that the non-work-conserving aligned EOL slightly outperforms the non-aligned one in terms of P B for all values of N with the performance gap expanding with increased capacity N.
In the second numerical example, we study six different scenarios obtained by two different choices of the request size vector, two different values of ρ, and the choice of the two EI and EL traffic mixture models. We obtain the percentage improvement (reduction) in P B with alignment in comparison with non-alignment as a function of N for all the six different scenarios in Fig. 3 . We observe that alignment consistently reduces the bandwidth blocking probability with the performance improvement increasing with increased system capacity. Moreover, the performance improvement with alignment appears to be more emphasized for lower loads. It is also worth mentioning that besides performance improvement, it is much simpler to implement aligned EOLs since there are far less SBs over which a search would be performed to find the idle SBs. For the rest of the study, we focus only on aligned SA and its stochastic model.
Problem description
The purpose of this paper is to develop a computationally efficient analytical method to numerically obtain the perclass blocking probabilities P k and bandwidth blocking probability P B for an aligned EOL with K classes of traffic with K ≤ 3 under the traffic and demand size vector assumptions laid out in the previous two subsections. A brute-force approach is to keep track of each frequency slot whether be idle or occupied and if occupied which class of demands is using it [22] . One may then solve a Markov chain of size (K + 1) N which is not feasible for large values of N. For example, if the entire spectrum is set to 1.6 THz as in [26] , then the EOL capacity would be N = 128 when the slot width is set to 12.5 GHz as in [27] . Consequently, the brute-force approach would fail for any choice of K ≥ 2. Before describing the proposed stochastic model, a brief review on MMPPs is presented, and a novel MMPP reduction method is proposed which is of key importance for the computational complexity reduction to be attained by the proposed analytical method.
MMPP order reduction method
The following is based on [28] . 
where e is a column vector of ones with appropriate size. The mean arrival rate of the MMPP characterized with the pair (Q, ) is denoted by σ and is given as σ = π e [28] and m represents the order of the MMPP. MMPPs have dependent successive inter-arrival times in contrast with renewal processes which allows them to be used in modeling overflow traffic in circuit-switched networks [29, 30] . However, using MMPPs with large state spaces are either computationally infeasible or impractical. Therefore, order reduction is crucial in such cases. Given an original MMPP (Q, ) with m states, a reduced order MMPP is one with fewer states m r << m but inherits as many of the statistical features of the original one. For order reduction purposes, we first present a method to aggregate a given subset of states E r of the original MMPP into one single state. The states in the complementary subset E c are preserved. It is clear that E r ∪ E c = E, which is the state-space of the original MMPP. In the aggregation method, the following conditions need to be satisfied: For this purpose, let us partition Q, π , and as
where Q rr (Q cc ) governs the transitions among states in E r (E c ). The reduced order MMPP is characterized by (Q r , r ) which are given by the following expressions:
where π r is the steady-state probability vector of the reduced order MMPP and satisfies
The column vector v c0 , the row vector v 0c and the scalars q 0 , π 0 and λ 0 are chosen as follows:
It can be shown that with this choice, the three conditions (i)-(iii) stated above are satisfied. Note that if the arrival rates in all the states in E r are identical, then the quantity λ 0 would also be equal to that common rate. In this paper, we refer to this method as the aggregation method. Next, we present the MMPP reduction method we propose in this paper which Algorithm 1 Algorithm for obtaining blocking probabilities when K = 2.
1:
Let H = m 1 ← N/n 1 denote the total number of windows in the entire spectrum.
3:
Consider window-1 which can be occupied with one class-1 demand or up to n 1 class-0 demands. Fig. 4 where the variable i 0 (i 1 ) keeps track of the number of class-0 (class-1) demands in use in window 1. We then construct the MMPP(Q (1) , (1) ) that represents the multi-class traffic that cannot be placed at window-1 but which overflows to window-2. The generator of this MMPP is the same as that of the CTMC given in Fig. 4 . Moreover, this MMPP has order n 1 + 2 and the entries of its rate matrix are provided in the circles representing the individual states.
The corresponding CTMC comprising states
(i 0 , i 1 ), 0 ≤ i 0 ≤ n 1 , i 1 = 0, 1 is depicted in
4:
for h ← 2, m 1 do 5:
Obtain a reduced order MMPP (Q (h−1,r) , (h−1,r) ) of size 3G from the MMPP (Q (h−1) , (h−1) ) which represents the multi-class traffic offered to window-h using RCMR since there are only I = 3 distinct rates, namely 0, λ 1 , and λ 0 + λ 1 .
6:
For window-h, construct the CTMC comprising states
where the additional parameter l keeps track of the states of the MMPP (Q (h−1,r) , (h−1,r) ). We then construct the MMPP(Q (h) , (h) ) that represents the multi-class traffic that cannot be placed at window-h but which overflows to window-(h + 1). For the special case of G = 1, let Fig. 5 .
7:
end for 8:
9:
Calculate the per-class blocking probabilities P k from the values π (H) (i0,i1,k) by first calculating the average rate of class-k traffic that cannot be placed at window-H and divide this quantity by the overall intensity of class-k traffic into the EOL. When G = 1, one can explicitly write
Calculate the bandwidth blocking probability P B using the identity (4).
11:
end procedure uses the above-mentioned aggregation method as its main building block. Let us consider the original MMPP (Q, ). Suppose that there are I ≥ 1 different subsets of states in the modulating MC such that the states in a given subset have identical arrival rates. Each subset is then partitioned into G sub-subsets in a way that the conditional probability of residence at each of these sub-subsets given that the original MC is visiting a state in the designated subset, is as close as possible to 1 G . Hence, there are IG sub-subsets of states in the modulating MC of the MMPP and all states in each sub-subset is associated with the same arrival rate. We propose to apply the aforementioned aggregation method IG times to aggregate all the states in one sub-subset into one state to obtain a reduced order MMPP of size IG provided that there are at least G states in a sub-subset. This systematic reduction procedure approximates a large MMPP with a reduced order MMPP with the approximation parameter G establishing a trade-off between the accuracy of this approximation and the computational complexity of the approach. Increasing G results in higher accuracy in the approximation but also increases the number of states in the modulating MC of the reduced MMPP. Note that we also preserve the set of all distinct arrival rates in the model reduction method, hence referred to as RateConserving MMPP Reduction (RCMR) method.
Stochastic model of aligned EOLs
For the rest of this paper, we refer to the particular n K−1 -sized SBs as windows. In particular, we have an overall number of H = m K−1 windows enumerated from window-1 (the low end of the spectrum) to window-H (the high end of the spectrum). At each step of the proposed algorithm, we consider just one window only. Demands from multiple classes first arrive at the first window. A demand is either accepted at this window or not. In the latter case, it overflows to the second window and checks for free resources in the second window. The procedure is repeated until the demand is either accepted into one of the H windows or is blocked due to lack of any free SBs. For modeling this behavior, we first characterize the overall multi-class traffic overflowing from window-1 to window-2. Although an exact MMPP characterization is possible for this traffic, we propose to use MMPP order reduction method described in Section 2 to reduce the order of this MMPP to a much smaller one to cope with increased computational complexity. We then repeat this procedure for all the H windows and write down the per-class blocking probabilities at the final step from the steady-state behavior of the stochastic process underlying window-H. We present the step-by-step algorithm to calculate the blocking probabilities in the specific system K = 2 illustrated in Algorithm 1. We then describe how the same algorithm can be used in the more general case K > 2.
Let us now consider the computational complexity of Algorithm 1 for K = 2 which runs in H = m 1 steps at each of which the steady-state solution of a CTMC with 3G(n 1 + 2) states (except for the first step with (n 1 + 2) states only) needs to be obtained. Therefore, the imposed computational complexity is O(G 3 m 3 0 m 1 ) which is remarkably reduced compared to O (K + 1) 3N = O (27 m 1 m 0 ) . Moreover, one may note that the generator of the CTMC obtained at each step is in the form of a non-homogeneous (or level-dependent) finite Quasi-Birth-and-Death (QBD) process [31, 32] . We note that the Linear Level Reduction (LLR) approach of [33] can be used to determine the stationary distribution of the arising CTMC at each step. Due to notational burden, we avoid an elaborate description of the proposed algorithm for K = 3. However, we briefly describe the extensions to Algorithm 1 needed to solve the K = 3 case. For K = 3, each of the H = m 2 windows can be fully occupied by one class-2 demand or a number of class-0 and class-1 demands. For each window, there are actually m 1 sub-windows each of which can be occupied by just one class-1 demand or up to n 1 class-0 demands. Therefore, the CTMC which arises in Step 6 of Algorithm 1 would comprise the states (i ). In this study, we have only implemented the proposed algorithm for K ≤ 3, but the proposed algorithm can also be extended to more than three traffic classes at the expense of increased computational complexity, which is left outside the scope of this paper.
Numerical results
We use the proposed analytical method to numerically study the blocking performance of several two-and threeclass aligned EOLs and also validate the proposed method using simulations. In the numerical examples to follow, we assume μ k = 1, for k = 0, . . . , K − 1, i.e., average holding times for all traffic classes are the same. As stated before, we employ the EI and EL traffic mixture models. When K = 2, we consider the two demand size vectors n = (1, 4) and n = (1, 8) . For K = 3, we study n = (1, 2, 4) and n = (1, 4, 8) all of which are reasonable choices for EONs [10] . The proposed analytical method is implemented with 64-bit Matlab 8.1 running on a Windows 7 laptop which has an Intel i5 -460 M processor with a core speed of 2.53 GHz and 4 GB of RAM.
Example 1
The proposed analytical method is employed to obtain the per-class blocking probabilities in a three-class EOL with normalized load ρ = 0.7 with demand size vector n = (1, 4, 8) in Fig. 6 for two values of the parameter G and for both EI and EL traffic mixture scenarios and as a function of the EOL capacity N. The blocking probabilities obtained with [20] in the absence of contiguous allocation constraint, i.e., non-contiguous allocation, is also depicted as well as the simulation results. All the per-class blocking probabilities are captured well especially with the choice of G = 15 for relatively low values of N when compared with the G = 1 case. When N is such that H = N/n 2 = m 2 ≤ 10 MMPP order reductions are performed, the per-class blocking probabilities are very well captured. However, each further MMPP order reduction procedure introduces additional errors and the accuracy is slightly compromised. It is clear that the order of the reduced order MMPP used at each step of the proposed algorithm is 4G = 60 for the choice of G = 15 and for improved accuracy for much larger values of N, increasing the order of the reduced order model would be necessary. We also observe that the blocking probabilities obtained in the presence and absence of the contiguity constraint are quite different. To explain this, in non-contiguous allocation, the fragmentation problem vanishes. Therefore, more class-2 demands are accepted with non-contiguous allocation in comparison with contiguous allocation since larger demands are the ones that are affected adversely from fragmentation. However, when more class-2 demands are admitted into the EOL, the link becomes more loaded leaving less room for class-0 and class-1 demands, increasing their blocking probabilities with noncontiguous allocation. Moreover, we observe that blocking probabilities decrease with increased capacity N under the same normalized load which is expected due to multiplexing gains.
Example 2
In this example, we study a dimensioning problem using the proposed analytical method. In particular, we address the problem of finding the minimum system capacity N in an EOL so as to attain a desired Quality of Service (QoS) given the traffic intensities λ k , k = 0, . . . , K − 1. In a 3-class system, since the blocking probability of class-2 demands would be larger than that of the other classes, we set the QoS requirement to P 2 < 10 −α for a predetermined QoS parameter α. In the same spirit, the QoS requirement for a 2-class system is set to P 1 < 10 −α . In this example, we study the α = 1 and α = 2 cases. In Fig. 7 , the number of windows necessary to attain the QoS requirement in four different scenarios involving two different values of K and the two EL and EI traffic mixtures. Note that the system capacity N would then be obtained by multiplying the number of windows by n K−1 . Both analysis and simulation results are reported in Fig. 7 with the analytical model using the parameter G = 15. The analytical results match with simulations in all cases we studied with an error of at most 9%. Therefore, we conclude that the proposed analytical model can be used effectively for dimensioning purposes.
Example 3
We define the throughput T obtainable at an EOL as the maximum normalized load at which a certain QoS is attained. In particular, we use the QoS requirement P K−1 < 0.01. Naturally, the throughput T depends on the specific traffic mixture. Consequently, we study both EI and EL mixtures in this example by the analytical model only. Moreover, we also calculate the throughput T when the contiguous allocation constraint is absent. Fig. 8 illustrates the throughput values as a function of the system capacity N when the contiguous allocation constraint is present and absent for four different scenarios. We have the following observations:
• Throughput is always higher when the contiguous allocation constraint is absent in comparison with the case when the constraint is present. We define the contiguity penalty as the difference in these two throughput values. This penalty appears to be more substantial in the EL scenario in comparison with EI since in the latter, the overall EOL load is dominated by class-(K − 1) traffic which consequently reduces fragmentation stemming from contention of multiple traffic classes for spectral resources.
• Our findings demonstrate that the contiguity penalty is reduced as N increases beyond a certain value and the penalty is larger for the K = 3 case as opposed to K = 2. This observation is in line with existing simulation results that EOL fragmentation increases with increased number of traffic classes [17] . • Throughput increases monotonically and the contiguity penalty appears to shrink with increasing system capacity N. Based on these observations, we tend to believe that EOLs can be operated at high throughputs if the system capacity is selected to be far larger than the largest demand size n K−1 .
Example 4
In the final example, we provide the computation times required to run the analytical method for the case when ρ = 0.7 and the demand size vector n = (4, 8, 16 ). Computation times are obtained by means of running the method ten times and then obtaining the average computation time out of these ten runs. We vary the order reduction parameter G and the EOL capacity N and report in Figs. 9 and 10 the computation times for the EL and EI traffic mixture scenarios, respectively. Note that the n = (4, 8, 16 ) aligned EOL case with system capacity N is statistically equivalent to the n = (1, 2, 4) case with capacity N/4. Our numerical findings are in line with the computational complexity of the proposed method being O (G 3 m 2 ) or equivalently O(G 3 N) , when the demand size vector n is fixed. We observe that problems satisfying the assumptions (a) and (b) can be approximately solved with computation times being far less than what would be required with simulations especially for cases associated with relatively low blocking probabilities. We also observe that the computation times for the EI and EL mixture cases are quite similar.
Conclusions
We study the blocking performance of a multi-class elastic optical link with the contiguous allocation constraint. We first propose a non-work-conserving spectrum allocation policy based on alignment and we show that alignment outperforms the conventional first fit-based work-conserving allocation policy without alignment, in terms of bandwidth blocking probability. We then propose a novel and systematic order reduction procedure for MMPPs and use this procedure as the numerical engine to approximately obtain the blocking probabilities in an aligned elastic optical link with up to three different traffic classes under certain demand size vector assumptions. The proposed stochastic model is numerically efficient and provides accurate estimates of the required system capacity to attain a certain level of QoS, making it amenable to be used for dimensioning purposes. We also introduce a new concept, called contiguity penalty, which is defined as the reduction in throughput at an EOL due to the contiguous allocation constraint. We show by analysis that the contiguity penalty tends to reduce when the system capacity is chosen large enough when alignment is employed for spectrum allocation. Removal of the assumptions on the demand size vector so as to handle other realistic scenarios and obtaining blocking probabilities accurately for very large system capacities are left for future research. Another potential future work is to extend the analysis of one single link to the performance modeling of a network of links.
